
Objective [1.7]-Notes 
Understand what is meant by “Full” functional notation and how the “Full” part (Right Hand Side RHS) is related to a mathematical expression 

which “models” the real functional relationship 
 

In almost no freshman level math textbook do the authors write out full function notation, and explain how it is abbreviated or how 
“function” and “equation” are related.  Your textbook is no exception.  Look at the middle of page 38. 
 

So what is FULL functional notation? 
 
FULL functional notation has three elements that are connected by equals signs  They  are: 
 
<output> = <function of the input> = model algebraic expression (or form) using the input symbol/variable 
 
Once again let’s go back to an example from a previous objective that asked for functional notation. 
 
Example:  “There is a relationship between time and average price of a home”    
Answer:     Let “time”  be t.     Let “average home price be” be p.   Let the functional relationship be H 
and then p=H(t) where we say p is a function, H, of t.   or just    p is a function of t. 
 
It turns out p=H(t) is two thirds of the FULL functional form.  What is missing is an algebraic expression to the right that 
models how the average price of a home has been changing in time.  This algebraic expression is NOT necessary to be 
able to “talk” about the functional relationship but when we think we know what mathematical model “fits” the 
relationship we include it. 
 
What possible algebraic expressions/forms could we put after   p=H(t)=? 
 
Well we are going to learn about 4 in detail in this course but for now it doesn’t matter what we put there.  How about 
something simple like 3x+5?    Whoops there is NO x in this notation.  t is the input symbol so we must use it in place of 
x.   so the FULL functional notation looks like this. 
 
 

FULL functional notation:     p=H(t)=3t+5 
 

We would say this in English like this:    P is equal to a function H of t, where H takes an input, t, multiples it by 3 and 
then adds 5.  In essence the model expression on the right hand side (RHS) of the FULL functional form is a set of 
instructions (a rule) of how to take ANY input value in the domain and compute it’s corresponding output value. 

 
Now that we know what the full functional notation looks like let’s consider three different cases when we drop one 
part out. 

 

1. Say we drop out the Left Hand Side (LHS).    We get :  H(t)=3t+5.   This is notation for a specific function.  Most 

books call this “functional notation”.  A specific class of function could be indicated like this H(t)=at+b and if we 

assigned a=3 and b=5 we would get a specific function. 

 

2. Say we drop out the Right Hand Side (RHS).    We get :  p=H(t)   This is notation for non-specific functional 

relationship H.  Here it is implied that we don’t know the “instructions” on how to compute an output given an input but 
we can still talk about the functional relationship symbolically.   This version is more properly called functional notation. 
 

3. Say we drop out the middle.    We get :  p=3t+5   This notation called an equation.   We will see in a later objective 

that when we write this version we can SOLVE the equation for t in term of p.  This allow us to compute an input given 
an output (remember what was said in the last objective handout about what SOLVE does?). 
 



Note that one very common “abuse of notation” is to be given case 1 and turn it into an equation of case 3 by 
using H as the output symbol as in H=3t+5.    This is actually incorrect as H is name of the function NOT the 
output symbol.   It would have been way better to assign an output symbol and use it, like p in this example.  
Still this happens a lot in textbooks so you better get used to this common “abuse of notation”. 
 
So in summary FULL functional notation is the best/clearest way to communicate a function and it’s 
model(rule).  Unfortunately authors rarely use it.  You are more likely to see case 1 or case 3.   Further you are 
likely to see the function name’s symbol being used as the output variable in an “abuse of notation”. 
 
 
 


